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ABSTRACT 

A molecular-orbital interpretation of the electro-oxidation of CO adsorbed on Rh ( 111) single- 
crystal clusters in the presence of Hz0 is described. Calculations were based on the atom super- 
position and electron delocalization method. Different stabilization energies for ensembles of the 
type [Me] N( CO) n (OH),,, for Me = Rh or Pt are given. The stability of possible CO adsorbate 
configurations on Rh ( 111) surfaces depends on the applied electric potential in a way which is 
directly comparable with the one reported previously for CO adsorbates on Pt ( 111) . Only linearly 
bonded CO adsorbates appear to be involved in the electrochemical CO oxidative interaction with 
Hz0 molecules on both Rh ( 111) and Pt ( 111) . 

INTRODUCTION 

The electronic and molecular structure of the electrochemical interface plays 
a decisive role in determining the kinetics and the mechanism of processes that 
occur at electrocatalytic solid surfaces. This matter has been of particular in- 
terest in the last decade and it has stimulated the application of surface phys- 
ice-chemical techniques, either in situ or ex situ, to establish the possible ad- 
sorbate structures at the electrochemical interface [l-6]. These studies have 
recently provided valuable information from the examination of synthetic in- 
terfaces [ 731 built up by means of the co-adsorption of carefully selected ad- 
sorbates capable of simulating the structure of the adsorbed layer and the ef- 
fective electrode potential simultaneously. 

Co-adsorption studies such as those involving the electro-oxidation of CO 
adsorbates in acid solution, either hydrophilic on Rh( 111) or hydrophobic on 
Pt ( 111) electrodes [ 91, have shown that the corresponding reactants could be 
described as complex adsorbates resulting from cooperative interactions be- 
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tween different species at the electrochemical interface [ 10,111. The influence 
of (CO),,(OH),, lateral interactions on CO adsorbate electro-oxidation ki- 
netics on Pt (111) has been recently semiempirically evaluated [ 121 in terms 
of the stability of the different adsorbate ensembles represented by the general 
stoichiometry [Pt]N(CO)n (OH),,,. In this case the OH co-adsorbate which 
results from the direct electro-oxidation of H,O at 0.6 V (vs. RHE) favours 
that complex adsorbate structure. The stability of those ensembles depends on 
the value of n and m, and on the applied electric potential. Therefore, it is 
reasonable to expect that the voltammetric electro-oxidation of CO adsorbed 
on Pt gives rise to distinguishable electro-oxidation peaks for different CO 
coverages, as each m/n stoichiometric ratio should be related to a well-defined 
limit of the stability of the adsorbate ensemble. 

In contrast to previous kinetic interpretations which concluded that the po- 
sition of CO electro-oxidation voltammetric current peaks should be assigned 
to different CO coordination geometries on Pt, i.e. linearly bonded, bridged 
and multiply bonded adsorbed CO states, the molecular-orbital (MO) calcu- 
lations allow it to be concluded that the multiplicity and location of the vol- 
tammetric peaks could be reasonably explained through cooperative interac- 
tions among preadsorbed OH species and a different number of linearly bonded 
adsorbed CO molecules on Pt. 

The electro-oxidation of CO adsorbed on Rh in acid solutions has been often 
compared with the reaction occurring on Pt [ 9,131. Accordingly, the kinetics 
of the reaction on Rh has been explained in terms of two distinguishable CO 
adsorbates, but, in this case, the appearance of a single voltammetric current 
peak was explained through the interconversion of adsorbed CO from bridge 
to linear coordination, a process which on Rh was faster than on Pt [ 131. In 
contrast, the binding energies (BE) derived from MO calculations for the elec- 
tric potential related to CO electro-oxidation, indicate that the linear CO ad- 
sorbate configuration on Rh becomes sufficiently stable [ 141, turning out to 
the spontaneous change from linear to bridged CO adsorbate rather unlikely. 
However, the location of the CO adsorbate electro-oxidation peak on Rh is 
highly dependent on the electrolyte solution composition [ 13,15,16,28,29]. The 
CO adsorbate electro-oxidation voltammetric peak on Rh in acid media (1 M 
HCIO1, 0.5 M H2S04) appears at about 0.75 V [ 15,161, whereas in neutral 0.2 
M K,SO, it is found at 0.95 V. However, a single voltammetric peak at 0.95 V 
was recorded in 1.0 M HClO( after the CO monolayer surface coverage had 
been attained [ 131. 

This paper is devoted to a MO-based description of CO adsorbate electro- 
oxidation on Rh( 111) in the presence of HzO. The results can be used to in- 
terpret the corresponding electrochemical data available at present in the lit- 
erature [ 13,15,16]. The calculation procedure, which has been described in an 
earlier publication [ 141, is based on the existence of strong lateral interactions 
between CO and H20, CO and OH, and COH and OH co-adsorbates on Rh( 111) 
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clusters under different applied electric potentials. Both Hz0 and CO form a 
stable co-adsorbate on Rh( 111) already at 0.0 V vs. the reversible hydrogen 
electrode (RHE ). Then, both the H20-CO or CO-OH lateral interactions ex- 
tend over the entire potential range where bulk Hz0 becomes thermodynam- 
ically stable [9,14]. The characteristics of these interactions change consid- 
erably with both the applied electric potential and the solution composition. 

OUTLINE OF THE CALCULATION PROCEDURE 

In a previous paper [ 141 atom-superposition and electron-delocalization 
(ASED-MO) calculations [ 17,181 were employed for modelling the CO-ad- 
sorbate configurations on a Rh( 111) cluster surface as a function of the ap- 
plied electric potential. The same procedure was employed in the present study 
to describe the changes in the CO-H,0 adsorbate structure on Rh (111) as the 
applied electric potential is set increasingly positive to reach the region where 
the CO electro-oxidation reaction begins. 

The Rh (111) surface was built up from [ Rh] 22 high-spin bulk superimpos- 
able clusters as described in Ref. 14 for the same geometric parameters (Fig. 
1) . This is the smallest cluster dimension which minimizes border effects when 
cooperative interactions between adsorbates on the central four-atom-cluster 
region are considered (Fig. 2). The parameters which define the uncharged 
[Rh(lll)],,(H,O),(CO), adsorbed ensemble were taken from Ref. 14 and, 
due to the invariance of Rh-0 charge transfer on the metal surface, these 
parameters remained unchanged when adsorbed Hz0 was replaced by OH ad- 
sorbate (Table 1) . 

Both CO [ 11,12,23] and OH [ 11,241 species adsorb in a linear configuration 
perpendicular to the metal surface. The C-O and O-H interatomic distances 
were fixed at 1.16 and 1.00 A, respectively. The OH adsorbate is located 1.95 
A from the Rh (111) surface and 2.0 A from the Pt (111) surface, whereas the 
CO adsorption distances were 1.95 for Rh (111) and 2.00 A for Pt (111). The 

Fig. 1. Cluster used to model the [ Rh ( 111) ] 22 surface structure. 



Fig. 2. Local structures involving the central atoms of the cluster. The energy of the various con- 
figurations are compared in order to define the stability inversion potential (SIP) on Rh ( 111) . 
Comparisons are of structures a and f, b and g, c and h, d and g, and e and f. (0 ) OH; (0 ) CO; 
(0) COH (inFig.2(e)). 

metal-O bonding for OH adsorption implies an ionic character (charge trans- 
fer). The adsorption bond lengths were calculated from the corresponding 
minimum energy value. They are directly related to the sum of the correspond- 
ing atomic radii. In contrast to the fact that covalent radii are almost the same 
for Rh and Pt, the ionic radii for Rh is 65% larger than that for Pt. This dif- 
ference is reflected in the C-metal adsorption bond length which, in the pres- 
ence of co-adsorbed OH, is 0.19 A longer for Rh than for Pt. This means that 
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TABLE 1 

Parameters used in the calculations: principal quantum number (n ) , orbital exponents (0, ioni- 
zation potential (VSIP) and the corresponding coefficients (C, and C,) for d orbitals 

Atom” s P 

n 5 VSIP n r VSIP 

0 (A) 2 1.946 - 26.98 2 1.927 - 12.12 
(B) 2 2.146 - 26.98 2 2.127 - 12.12 

H (A) 1 1.000 - 12.10 
C (B) 2 1.658 - 18.50 2 1.618 - 9.760 
Rh (C) 5 2.135 - 9.670 5 2.100 -6.314 

d 

n G VSIP G G & 

Rh (C) 4 4.290 - 11.77 0.5807 0.5685 1.970 

“(A)AtominH,Omolecule; (B)atominCOmolecule; (C)Rhinthe [Rh(lll)]ls(OH),(CO), 
system. 

for the co-adsorbed ensemble the Rh-C bond length increases from 1.95 to 2.24 
A. 

In order to simulate positive applied electric potentials (positive charging) 
valence state ionization potential (VSIP ) values were decreased (increased in 
absolute value) from those which define the zero potential condition. In pre- 
vious studies related to CO adsorbates on Rh (111) [ 141 changes of 2 1.0 eV 
in VSIP have been correlated to changes of 2 1.0 V from the zero potential. In 
this way the correct trend in the CO adsorption-geometry change with the 
applied electric potential was accomplished. When the CO electro-oxidation 
on Pt (111) was considered [ 121, a 1.0 V shift in the applied potential was 
correlated to a 0.32 eV shift in the corresponding Fermi energy level. This 
energy-scale adjustment gave very good agreement between the position of the 
various CO voltammetric electro-oxidation peaks on Pt in acid and the stabi- 
lization energies of the different Pt (CO) *Pt (OH) adsorbate ensembles. A 
similar correlation emerged for the CO voltammetric electro-oxidation peaks 
on Rh ( 111) provided that the energy scale (linear work function vs. applied 
electric potential correlation) is adjusted to 0.3 eV V-l. The fact that the be- 
haviour of CO adsorbates on Pt (111) and Rh ( 111) is similar indicates that 
both types of adsorbate “feel” about 30% of the entire potential drop applied 
to the metal/solution interface, in agreement with the experimental findings 
for the CO-Pt (111) interface [ 191. 

It should be noted that the one-to-one correlation between the work function 
in an electrochemical environment and the applied electric potential, derived 
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from ESCA data for Au electrodes immersed in a cesium halide containing 
solution [ 1,201, has been extended to interpret data of other systems [ 14,211. 
In contrast, the shift in Fermi energy level with the applied electric potential 
differs appreciably for various metal/electrolyte interfaces, as expected, be- 
cause the characteristics of this correlation is determined by both surface and 
bulk state energies, which in turn exhibit specific responses to the applied elec- 
tric potential. A 0.3-eV shift in surface state energy was measured for a 1.0-V 
shift in the energy of bulk states for the Au (100) /0.5 M NaF system, whereas 
slopes ranging between 3 and 4 eV/V were observed for the Ag( 110) /0.5 M 
NaF interface [ 221. 

The influence of surface-state concentration on the adsorbate behaviour at 
solid electrode surfaces explains the 0.3 eV V-’ slope for the correlation be- 
tween the CO electro-oxidation peak potentials (in volt) and the stability en- 
ergy of the Rh (CO) l Rh (OH) co-adsorbates (in eV) calculated for different 
Fermi level energy values. 

RESULTS AND INTERPRETATION 

Structural aspects 

For a molecular-level interpretation of the present results and for establish- 
ing a correlation between theory and experimental data it is convenient to 
consider the results obtained previously for Pt (111) [ 121. The interpretation 
of CO adsorbate electro-oxidation voltammetric data on Rh and Pt electrodes 
in acids has been based upon the same type of interactions [ 131, despite the 
fact that the reaction exhibits two voltammetric current peaks on Pt [X,25,27], 
but a single peak on Rh [ 13,14,28,29], the location of the latter being depen- 
dent on the electrolyte composition and pH [ 161. 

The appearance of a single voltammetric peak for the adsorbate electro- 
oxidation on Rh has been explained through an energy difference of the linear 
and bridge CO adsorbates on Rh smaller than that resulting for the same spe- 
cies on Pt, i.e. the interconversion from “bridge” to “linear” CO adsorbate on 
Rh becomes considerably more facile [ 131 than on Pt. However, this interpre- 
tation can hardly be supported through MO calculations [ 141, as in this case 
a similar BE difference between bridged and linearly bonded CO on both 
Pt (111) and Rh (111) surfaces is obtained. However, it should be noted that 
the interconversion mechanism offers no explanation for the pH dependence 
of the CO adsorbate electro-oxidation peak potential on Rh. It was found that 
CO displaces H adatoms from Rh with great difficulty [ 13,301, so that a com- 
plete CO monolayer in acid solutions can hardly be obtained. Nevertheless, 
after a prolonged adsorption time the CO adsorbate electro-oxidation voltam- 
mogram on Rh becomes independent of the solution pH [ 131. Furthermore, in 
contrast to the interconversion mechanism, the MO calculation indicates that 



the H adatom concentration remaining on the Rh surface after CO adsorbate 
formation determines the location of the CO electro-oxidation peaks through 
their occupancy of surface sites. 

As it has been previously reported for Pt (111) [ 121, CO adsorbate electro- 
oxidation on Rh (111) can be also described through the stability of the differ- 
ent [ Rh (111) ] 22 (CO) n (OH) m ensembles on the basis of possible stages par- 
ticipating in the CO adsorbate electro-oxidation [ 271. This sequence of stages 
can be compared more critically with the interconversion mechanism derived 
from voltammetry data, by considering the influence of the applied electric 
potential on the stability of the different adsorbate ensembles. 

In addition to the [Rh(lll)],,(OH)(CO) and [Rh(lll)],,(H,O) (CO) 
ensembles formed on the Rh( 111) uncharged surface [ 141, other configura- 
tions such as the [Rh (111) ]22 (COH) (OH) one, which may result from a 
chemical reaction at the surface level can also be considered. For a certain 
applied electric potential, oxidative interactions yielding CO2 as product leave 
a [Rh(IW lzzVWn+, ensemble, the formation of which becomes more fa- 
vourable than that of the CO-OH, CO-H,0 or the COH-OH co-adsorbed 
structure [ 12,281. 

Although the true structure of the Rh (111 )/electrolyte solution interface in 
the presence of CO adsorbates cannot be described exactly, a reasonable pic- 
ture of the adsorbate structures resulting for different CO surface coverages 
can be envisaged from the Rh/CO (gas) interface spectroscopic data [ 30-321. 
Thus, at low CO surface coverages, a (fix fi)R 30” LEED pattern is pro- 
duced through the CO occupancy of Rh ( 111) top sites (Fig. 3 ) . This structure 
gives rise to the CO-OH interactions depicted in Fig. 2 (a). Otherwise, at high 
CO surface coverages, the simultaneous occupancy of Rh ( 111). top and hollow 
sites results in a c (2 x 2) LEED pattern (Fig. 4). The possible interactions 
between the co-adsorbed CO and OH species in this case are illustrated in Figs. 
2 (a-c). The structure depicted in Fig. 2 (c) is formed under a positive applied 

Fig. 3. The(&~fi)R 30” LEED patterncorrespondingto CO adsorbedon Rh( 111) for kO.33” 
[ 311. The possible OH adsorption site is also included. The structure of the adsorbed layer remains 
on the application of a positive potential. 



Fig. 4. (a) Adsorbed structure as derived from the c (2 X 2) LEED pattern of CO adsorbed on the 
Rh( 111) uncharged surface for 0=0.5” [31,32]. The OH adsorption site is also included. (b) 
Adsorbed structures resulting from the application of a positive potential to the initial c (2 x 2) 
structure. 0, CO; 0, OH. 

Fig. 5. Adsorbed structure for 0= 1.0” and a positive applied potential. A local ( CO),d vacancy is 
necessary for OH adsorption. 0, CO. 

electric potential (positive charging) which assists the shift of the CO adsor- 
bate from a highly to singly coordinated Rh ( 111) site [ 141. Unfortunately, 
there is no information concerning adsorbate structures at higher CO surface 
coverages on the Rh/CO (gas) interface, although calculations show that for 
positive applied electric potentials, an adsorbate structure such as that de- 
picted in Fig. 5, could be obtained through the type of interaction depicted in 
Fig. 2 (d). However, the CO-H,0 coadsorbate may also undergo a chemical 
reaction yielding the COH.OH structure shown in Fig. 2(e). 

The energy of the co-adsorbed structures represented in Figs. 2 (a)-(e) 
changes continuously as the potential increases from 0.0 to 1.0 V, and becomes 
gradually more labile than those depicted in Figs. 2 (f)-2 (i). Hence, on the 
basis of these results, it is possible to define a stability inversion potential 
(SIP) at which the structure containing two different interacting near-neigh- 
bour adsorbate units, either CO-OH or COH-OH, change into a new adsorbate 
structure built up by means of adsorbed CO, and leading to CO, production. 
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The SIP values related to the different adsorbate configurations can be cor- 
related directly with the potentials of the various voltammetric peaks for the 
electro-oxidation to CO2 of CO adsorbed on Rh(ll1) in aqueous solution 
[ 13,15,16]. Thus, according to data assembled in Table 2 the voltammetric 
peak at 0.95 V can be assigned to the electro-oxidation threshold potential for 
the rupture of the (CO),(OH) adsorbate ensemble (Fig. 2 (d) ). The 
(CO), (OH) ensemble should be produced at CO surface coverages approach- 
ing the monolayer value. It should be noted that in this case the electro-oxi- 
dation voltammogram shows a shoulder at 0.75 V appearing together with the 
peak at 0.95 V [ 131. On the basis that CO hardly displaces H adatoms from 
the Rh surface, it sounds reasonably that under these circumstances in acid 
solutions, co-adsorbate interactions such as those depicted in Fig. 2(c) are 
involved, as the fourth adsorption site on Rh( 111) is then occupied by a H 
atom. Accordingly, depending on the solution pH, the voltammetric electro- 
oxidation peak of CO adsorbates on Rh( 111) for a relatively prolonged ad- 
sorption time would appear at either 0.95 or 0.75 V. 

Otherwise, for low CO surface coverage and linear CO adsorbate coordina- 
tion assisted through a positive charging, the rupture of the resulting 
(CO), (OH) ensemble (Fig. 2 (c ) ) would give rise to the electro-oxidation peak 
at 0.75 V. The latter can be also seen for high CO surface coverages in acid 
electrolyte solutions. 

The CO-OH interactions resulting for the structure depicted in Fig. 2 (a), 
prevailing at low CO surface coverages, would produce a voltammetric electro- 

TABLE 2 

Correlation between SIP values (expressed as H 6s6sRh) and the voltammetric peak potentials re- 
lated to the electro-oxidation of different CO adsorbates on Rh ( 111)” 

Adsorbate on [Rh(lll)],, Electra-oxidation SIPb 
potential (V) (eV) 

CBE” 
(eV) 

(CO)(OH)/(CO), 
Fig. 2(a) and2(f) 

(CO),(OH)/(CO), 
Fig. 2(b) and2(g) 

(CO),(OH)/(CO), 
Fig. 2(c) and 2(h) 

(CO)H(OH)T/(CO)H(CO)T 
Fig. 2(d) and2(i) 

0.47 -9.81 7.36 

0.75 -9.89 5.48 

0.95 -9.95 3.66 

1.62 - 10.15 3.14 

“The values given in the table indicate the possible adsorbed structures which give rise to the 
voltammetric CO electro-oxidation peaks on Rh in aqueous solutions when the 0.3 eV V-’ cor- 
relation is used. bSIP are expressed as ionization-potential values of the Rh (111) surface, i.e. the 
way in which electrode charging was simulated. ‘Co-adsorption BE (CBE ) values calculated at 
theSIPvaIueofeachstructure: CBE=EIRh(lll)l~(co),~,-EI~h(lll)l~*-nEco-mEoH). 
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oxidation peak at 0.47 V, which would be observed on Rh( 111) at low CO 
surface coverage. This peak has not been observed experimentally. Neverthe- 
less, providing that in this case the influence of the applied electric potential 
on the adsorbate structure becomes sufficiently small, the (CO) (OH) co-ad- 
sorbate can originate several new configurations such as those depicted in Fig. 
2 (b) , which in turn become less stable than that shown in Fig. 2 (g ). Likewise, 
sufficiently large positive charging can change the adsorbate structure from 
that shown in Fig. 2 (b) into that illustrated in Fig. 2 (a). 

The co-adsorption of Hz0 and CO on Rh( 111) at zero potential can also 
produce the structure depicted in Fig. 2 (e) through a surface reaccommodation 
reaction [ 91. The resulting unstable adsorbate would also be electro-oxidized 
at a relatively low potential, which in this case is in the potential range of the 
hydrogen evolution reaction. In this case the unstable (OH),, species on 
Rh ( 111) would result exclusively from a surface chemical reaction. Neverthe- 
less, all these unstable structures, which have only been deduced theoretically, 
are excluded from Table 2. 

Molecular orbital interpretation 

Cooperative interactions resulting from co-adsorbed CO and OH on Rh (111) 
can be described in the basis of MO interactions involving CO and OH adsorp- 
tion on transition-metal surfaces [ 12,23,24 J . It should be noted that Hz0 elec- 
trodecomposition yielding adsorbed OH and H+ ions on Rh in acid solution 
begins at a potential at which the Rh (111) surface is already mostly covered 
by linearly bonded CO adsorbate. 

The stabilization of OH orbitals through bonding interactions occurs simi- 
larly on both the [Rh(lll)],,(CO), and [ Rh ( 111) ] 22 substrates. However, 
perturbative interactions involving OH and preadsorbed CO increase the en- 
ergy of the antibonding Rh (OH) orbital levels, a fact which explains why OH 
becomes more strongly bonded to the metal as n, the number of CO molecules 
in the adsorbate ensemble, increases. Thus, for a given applied electric poten- 
tial and metal surface structure (Fig. 6), a comparison of the adsorptive sta- 
bilization energies for OH on [Rh(lll)],,, [Rh(lll)],,(CO), 
[Rh(lll)l,,(CO) 2 and [Rh(lll)l,,(CO), indicates an increasing stability 
of the co-adsorbate ensemble produced by the less effective OH antibonding 
interaction. 

However, the Fermi energy level of Rh decreases with positive applied elec- 
tric potentials (positive charging). Accordingly, the stability of co-adsorbate 
ensembles decreases on increasing the strength of the antibonding interac- 
tions, leading to their desorption as CO, and H+ in solution when the corre- 
sponding threshold potential value is reached. Therefore, a definite threshold 
potential value can be associated with the electro-oxidation-desorption con- 
dition of each particular adsorbate ensemble on the Rh( 111) substrates. The 
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Fig. 6. Molecular-orbital correlation diagrams for the adsorption of (CO ), (0 d n < 3 ) and (OH ) 
on Rh(ll1). 

greater the CO surface coverage the higher the applied electric potential re- 
quired for the adsorbate electro-oxidative desorption. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Semiempirical ASED-MO calculations provide the basis for a structural 
interpretation of adsorbed CO electro-oxidation reaction on Rh (111) single- 
crystal clusters in the presence of H,O. 

The appearance of a single voltammetric electro-oxidation peak, which is 
observed after a sufficiently prolonged CO adsorption time, that is, for a Rh 
surface nearly completely covered by CO, has been explained through the facile 
interconversion of multiply bonded CO adsorbates into linearly bonded ones 
on the Rh surface [ 13,181. The peak position depends on electrolyte compo- 
sition [ 13,15,16]. 

According to the present MO calculations, the single electro-oxidation peak 
at 0.95 V resulting for Rh (111) obtained in neutral solutions when the mono- 
layer CO surface coverage has been closely attained, results from cooperative 
interactions involving OH species co-adsorbed with a relatively large number 
of linearly bonded CO molecules. 

As the Rh surface sites begin to be occupied by H adatoms in acid electrolytes 
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[ 15,161, the complete CO surface coverage monolayer cannot be achieved, re- 
sulting in the displacement of the CO electro-oxidation peak to a lower poten- 
tial (0.75 V). Therefore, under controlled CO exposure time and adsorption 
potential conditions, it is possible to observe, also in acid solutions, the main 
CO electro-oxidation voltammetric peak on Rh( 111) expected at 0.95 V ac- 
companied by a shoulder at 0.75 V [ 131. This result is consistent with the fact 
that under these conditions H adatoms are almost completely displaced from 
the Rh ( 111) surface by CO adsorbates. 

Calculations indicate that CO adsorbed structures implying formyl radicals 
can be also present on the uncharged Rh surface. This type of adsorbate can 
be detected through the CO vibrational frequency shift for H,O co-adsorption 
[ 91. However, it is rather unlikely that adsorbed formyl radicals contribute to 
the voltammetric electro-oxidation of CO on Rh (111) because these adsorbed 
species are unstable at the potential at which they should be detected. The 
latter lies within the hydrogen electrode reaction potential range. 

The voltammetric electro-oxidation of CO adsorbates on both Rh (111) and 
Pt (111) [ 13-16,25-291 takes place at a potential sufficiently positive to allow 
the kinetics of the process to be assigned principally to an interconversion of 
CO adsorbates by shifting the adsorbed CO species to on-top Rh surface sites. 
According to the MO calculations the multiplicity of electro-oxidation peaks 
can be related to the number of adsorbed CO molecules which are involved in 
cooperative interactions producing definite stable adsorbate ensembles on 
Rh(ll1) at certain well-defined potential ranges. Then, the number of CO 
molecules in the adsorbate ensemble determines the stability of the entire ad- 
sorbate system and, accordingly, the threshold potential for the CO adsorbate 
oxidative electrodesorption. 
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